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Abstract
The physical pipeline of flexible network switches is usually programmed using packet-level programs, such as P4
programs. However, those programs are low level and leave
room for further optimization. We propose P5 (Policy-driven
optimization of P4 Pipeline), a system that exploits knowledge of application deployments embedded in a high-level
policy abstraction to: 1) detect features that are used by applications in a mutually-exclusive way and thereby remove
inter-feature dependencies between the tables implementing these features in a network switch. This improves the
pipeline concurrency of switches and hence its pipeline efficiency. 2) detect and remove the features that are not used
by any application/traffic on the switch in a given topology.
This reduces the number of tables and the resource consumed by switches, which also improves its pipeline efficiency. Our experiments on real P4 switch programs show
that the resulting switch pipelines are up to 50% more efficient as compared to the cases that do not exploit this information.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Building highly flexible programmable networks requires
both SDN control plane and data plane programmability.
While there have been significant efforts focused on programmable control planes in the past several years, switch
data plane programmability is just emerging. Recently, few
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switch vendors have released flexible, reconfigurable, programmable hardware pipelines: the RMT [11] architecture
from Stanford/TI, Intel’s Flexpipe [23], and HP 5400Rzl2’s
ProVision ASIC [6] are some examples of flexible pipeline
switches. To program the flexible pipeline, new data plane
programming languages are being introduced to enable a
user to specify packet processing requirements in logical tables, which are then compiled down to an optimized pipeline
of physical hardware stages. One of the first such languages
is P4 (Programming Protocol independent Packet Processor) [10]. P4 provides a switch pipeline abstraction on which
a programmer can program the entire set of switch features
in one P4 program.
In this paper, we make a case for incorporating applicationlevel intelligence into the data plane programming. There
are 3 reasons for this.
Standard networking features supported by switches include L2 forwarding, L3 routing, tunneling, multicast, QoS,
VLAN, NAT, MPLS, ECMP etc. However, not all traffic
will require all features and there are scenarios where disjoint traffic will require different features. For example, operator’s management traffic and tenant’s data traffic are often processed differently by the network; tenant traffic may
get virtualized by VTEP feature but the management traffic
wouldn’t. Some management traffic may require advanced
QoS but telemetry traffic may not. VPN traffic may need
stateful firewall but DC internal traffic may not. The knowledge of which application traffic (or tenant) requires which
feature is missing from the data plane and may be available
as part of high-level policy information.
Secondly, in a network topology with multiple P4 switches,
not all features need to be enabled in every switch and some
network features can be implemented across the topology.
The high-level policies can inform what features need to be
enabled in the topology to support all network-wide policies.
As long as we can control the routing between switches, we
can ensure that traffic that needs a particular feature will traverse the switch that supports that feature [29, 18, 22].
Finally, an important factor affecting the performance capability of today’s switches is pipeline concurrency, which
allows multiple tables to be placed in the same pipeline stage.
This depends on the dependency relationship between tables. A dependency relation exists between two tables (A,B)
if table A’s match/action impacts the packet processing in ta-

ble B. Two tables can be placed on the same pipeline stage
if and only if they do not have a dependency relationship.
One of the significant challenges involved in improving the
performance of network switches is correctly identifying dependency relationship between tables.
We aim to incorporate application-level intelligence into
the data plane, to correctly identify 1) dependencies between
tables and 2) features that are safe to remove, thus creating
an efficient switch pipeline.
Our paper makes the following contributions:
1. Using high level policies, we create tenant-to-feature
mappings, to correctly identify dependencies between
the tables, thus creating a more efficient pipeline switch.
2. We further decide which specific features must be supported in the network topology to meet the networkwide policies, and thus enable only those features in
selective P4 switches.
3. We demonstrate up to 50% improvement in pipeline
efficiency, in terms of number of pipeline stages, with
real P4 switch programs.

2.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide relevant background on highlevel policy intent and the P4 language.

2.1

Policy Intent

To provide scalable and effective management for complex networks, several high-level policy intent frameworks
have been recently proposed [24, 2, 3, 8, 12, 9]. These
frameworks allow defining high level abstract policy intent
by hiding physical dependencies and low level details such
as IP/Mac addresses, protocols, etc. until the run-time configurations need to be generated. In [24, 2, 3], policy intents
can be defined with a group of end points (EPG) and their associated rules. An end point is the smallest unit of abstraction on which a policy is applied, e.g., a server, VM, enduser etc. An EPG is a set of end-points having a common
attribute or state, e.g., servers in Campus A. Each EPG has
a logical label representing various attributes of the member
endpoints: e.g., Tenant:Marketing, Location:Campus A, etc.
Logical labels, their properties, and relationships can be either manually specified by human experts or automatically
generated by a system like LMS [17]. LMS creates the label namespace and their relationships by analyzing various
standard infrastructure data sources such as infrastructure
databases, management, controller services, etc. Some examples of these data are OpenDaylight NIC [3], ONF Boulder [12] and OpenStack Congress [4].
Systems like PGA (Policy Graph Abstraction) [24] use labels and label-trees to specify high level policy intents. Figure 1 shows a sample label tree for T enant. In this example,
there are three tenants (F inance, HR and Support), and
Support has sub tenants (U rgent and N ormal). U rgent
and N ormal are disjoint or mutually exclusive, which means
an endpoint cannot be at both places at the same time. Additionally, Support and U rgent do overlap (parent-child re-
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Figure 1: Examples of label tree with required features
lation), which means all endpoints in U rgent are also in
Support. In terms of networking, tenant administrators can
define which network features are required for which tenant or they can be automatically retrieved from management
system or infrastructure database. As shown in Figure 1, the
tenant label tree can provide required features as an additional property for each label for tenant-to-feature mappings.
In the tree structure, all features are inherited from parents to
children nodes. For example, L2 switching and Firewall are
required for all tenants. Additionally the Tunnel feature is
required for the tenant F inance, whereas NAT is required
for the tenant HR. Such additional features are exclusive
to these tenants, and hence can be classified as mutually exclusive features. For example, to handle network traffic for
tenant HR, we only need to enable L2 switching, Firewall,
and NAT features. In this paper, we use the tenant-to-feature
mappings from the label tree to identify mutually exclusive
features. By mutually-exclusive features (F1 , F2 ), we mean
that a packet which requires feature F1 will not require feature F2 and vice versa.

2.2

P4 Language

P4 [10] is a language to program protocol and target independent packet processing pipelines of switches with programmable data planes. A P4 program consists of headers, parse graph, actions, match-action tables and a control
flow between tables. A header defines a sequence and structure of a series of packet fields; a parse graph specifies the
header sequences in packets; an action is a customized function to process a packet (composed of primitive actions such
as modify, drop, etc.); a table specifies header fields to match
and a set of actions to perform - only one of the actions is
performed for a matched packet. Finally, a control flow determines the order of tables that are applied to a packet. P4’s
flexibility and reconfigurability makes it protocol and target
independent. That is, many protocols can be described flexibly in headers and parsers, and the program can be compiled
to different target systems, ranging from software switches
to NPU, FPGA or ASIC based switches.
Figure 2 shows the high level differences between programming conventional fixed pipeline switches and reconfigurable pipeline switches using P4.
RMT [11] and FlexPipe [23] are some examples of highspeed pipeline switch architectures that support the P4 language. In these architectures, logical tables are instantiated
onto a pipeline of match-action stages, with each stage having dedicated resources: TCAM, SRAM, ALU, etc. Matchaction stages can be separated into ingress and egress pipeline.
Efficiently assigning logical P4 tables to a limited number
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Figure 2: Left: a conventional southbound API that populates pre-determined tables of a fixed pipeline. Right: the
new trend of the two stage process of 1) defining parser and
logical tables in P4 and compiling them into flexible pipeline
stages, 2) populating match+action rules in the tables defined by the program.
of physical stages is a critical job of P4 compilers, and it
involves two aspects: table dependency and resource constraints.
A typical P4 program implementing various switch features has more tables than the number of physical stages;
Many of the logical tables can be concurrently executed in
the same stage as long as they don’t have any dependencies
on one another and the stage has enough resources to run the
tables. An efficient compiler packs as many tables as possible in a fewer number of stages, reducing pipeline latency
and leaving space to pack more tables and features.
While resource packing has been studied recently in the
context of programmable switch pipeline [16, 20], little attention has been given to reducing table dependencies. For
example, a standard P4 compiler [5] is composed of 1) a
target-independent frontend (p4-hlir) that analyzes the
given P4 program and expresses table dependencies into a
table dependency graph (TDG), and 2) a target-dependent
backend that can consume TDG in finding the tables to place
in the same resource-constrained stage. Even if the pipeline
has large enough net resources across stages, a P4 program
may fail to fit in the pipeline if the TDG requires more number of stages than the pipeline provides. Since the pipeline
architecture and the number of stages are often static even in
a programmable pipeline, detecting and removing unnecessary table dependencies is critical.
Existing P4 compilers [16, 11] detect table dependencies only from a given P4 program, which defines its matchaction tables using low-level (packet-level, protocol-level)
constructs. In this paper, we propose to identify and remove unnecessary table dependencies by exploiting knowledge of application requirements and deployments embedded in high-level policy abstractions.

3.

GENERATING ACCURATE TABLE
DEPENDENCIES

Currently the P4 compiler alone is responsible for finding dependency relationship between tables. One way to reduce table dependencies, is to leverage policy intents specifying which features will be used by which tenant (tenant-tofeature mapping). Systems like PGA [24] use labels, label-

mapping and label-trees to specify not only such tenant-tofeature mapping, but also which tenants are mutually exclusive and hence which features are mutually exclusive.
A system like LMS [17] can be used to derive label data
from various standard infrastructure metadata sources [3, 12,
4]. Currently there is no way for the P4 compiler to have
such information. Using high-level policy information as a
source of optimization has not been done in previous language compilers. Our main insight is that we can compute accurate dependency relationships between P4 tables
from high-level policy information, by avoiding unnecessary dependencies between tables that belong to mutuallyexclusive features. Decreasing the number of dependencies
increases the chances of packing more P4-tables to fewer
pipeline stages, i.e., it allows more features/tables to fit in
the pipeline, thus improving the pipeline efficiency.
Example Scenario: We have a single P4 switch with 3
features enabled: tunnel, NAT and multicast. The P4-tables
used by all these features are mentioned in Table 1 and all
these tables are reading and/or modifying the destination IP
address. According to the label tree and tenant-to-feature
mapping given in Figure 1 - tunnel, NAT and multicast are
mutually-exclusive features and hence the P4-tables representing these features are also mutually exclusive.
As shown in Table 2, the original P4 compiler would have
put all these tables in a separate pipeline stage (five pipeline
stages). This happens because according to the P4 compiler,
all of the tables have a dependency relationship with every
other table as they are all using the destination IP address.
On the other hand, the label tree and tenant-to-feature mapping tells us that since all three features are mutually exclusive, there is no inter-feature table dependency and hence
the number of pipeline stages can be reduced to three. The
two other stages are freed up and can be used to either host
new advanced features or increase the size of the standard
features placed in stages 1-3.
Feature
Tunnel
NAT
Multicast

P4-tables
tunnel, ipv4-src-vtep, tunnel-lookupmiss
egress_nat
outer_ipv4_multicast

Table 1: P4 tables used by all features. All these tables are
reading and/or modifying destination IP address
Stage 1
Without
mapping
With
mapping

tunnel

egressnat,
outeripv4multicast,
tunnel

Stage
2
ipv4srcvtep
ipv4srcvtep

Stage
3
tunnellookupmiss
tunnellookupmiss

Stage
4
egressnat

Stage 5
outeripv4multicast

Table 2: Stage assignment of P4 tables with and without label tree and tenant-to-feature mapping

4.

FEATURE REMOVAL

Fixed pipeline switches often include a large set of features that most customers may not need; typically a feature
may be included to support a small set of customers. One
of the goals of P4 is to customize the set of features in a
switch for a group of customers and avoid installing unused
features. However, the programmer that programs the P4
pipeline of the switch may not have access to all policies,
and those policies may evolve after switch programming.
For example, the programmer may decide to include some
features that he thinks might be needed by application policies; however, when the actual policy set is deployed, no
policy requires those features. Conversely, at programming
time some features from the P4 pipeline may be excluded, to
reduce resource consumption, and at deployment time this
will prevent the deployment of policies needing them.
Here, knowledge of high level policies is crucial in building an efficient switch data plane with the minimal set of
features needed by all the application policies. Thus the set
of features to be included in the P4 pipeline can be automatically derived from high level policies. In most P4 programs, most features can be optionally enabled or disabled
- for example in the P4 switch program, 13 features can be
optionally included with a simple flag. The tenant-to-feature
mapping of the high-level policy can be used to determine
the list of features required for the network. A simple postprocessing step can use that list to automatically customize
the set of P4 features programmed in all switches.
Removing unused features from the P4 pipeline reduces
the resource consumption and in most cases improves performance. Figure 3 represents a complex egress pipeline
with 8 network features enabled. The total number of stages
in this pipeline is 10. In Figure 3, shaded blocks represent
the stages occupied by each feature and the arrows represent
the dependency between blocks. One of the main things that
stands out is the interdependencies between features. An obvious way to reduce the number of pipeline stages is to reduce the number of features to only the ones required, which
is shown in Figure 4. This reduces the number of stages
not just because the P4-tables associated with the removed
features are missing, but also because the dependencies to
those features are avoided and hence they can be placed in
an earlier stage. Adding tenant-to-feature mapping can further reduce the number of pipeline stages as shown in Figure
5.
With some policy intents, it might be possible to customize the set of features for each switch in the network
topology. However, typical policy intents are decoupled from
the underlying topology and do not specify a physical path
(i.e. a set of switches), and the physical path may change
in complex ways due to fault tolerance, load balancing and
QoS. One way to solve this issue is to assume that the (reduced) feature set is the same for all switches. Alternatively,
more resource efficiency can be extracted by placing features
appropriately in the topology. While we do not explore this
in detail, we do present an example scenario in the evaluation and the associated benefits of this approach.

Adapting to policy changes: in case the policy intent
changes or the network topology changes, the P4 program
may need to be recompiled – with updated feature set and
table dependencies – into the switch data plane. To update
the data plane under live traffic, as opposed to rebooting the
switch, it is also required for the switch control plane software to record various switch states and replay them. Certain
software modules may also need to upgrade to work with the
new data plane.
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Figure 3: Egress pipeline with 8 features enabled. An arrow
from one block to the other block represents a dependency
between the tables in those blocks.
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Figure 4: Egress pipeline after removing four features.
The features enabled in this switch are L2, NAT, TUNNEL,
VLAN. Number of stages is reduced to 7.
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Figure 5: In this example we are also adding tenant-tofeature mapping: tenant A has (L2,NAT), tenant B has
(L2,TUNNEL) and tenant C has (L2,VLAN). Number of
stages is further reduced to 6
Anecdotal information from vendors and operators indicate that the update complexity is higher in the control plane
software stack than the data plane. Data plane updates can
be as simple as having a new program loaded in memory
(or pre-configured in swap resource depending on data plane
implementations) and switching from the old to the new after
the software setup is complete. Upgrading the software stack
takes up to a few seconds [1] while the data plane update is
almost instantaneous, orders of magnitude faster. Alternatively, network-wide traffic engineering and update scheduling has been a viable solution in production networks [15].

5.
5.1

EVALUATION
Experimental Setup

For all our experiments, we use a sample P4 switch program (switch.p4) from the P4 github repository [5]. This
is the most complex p4 program available. It has 129 tables and over 10K LOC. It describes the data plane of an

L2/L3 switch. Some of the features supported by this sample
switch are L2 switching, L3 routing, multicast, tunneling,
ACLs, Mirroring, Inband Network Telemetry (INT), MPLS,
ECMP, QOS, VLAN, NAT and Unicast RPF. The p4-hlir
frontend compiler comes with a tool called P4-graph, which
generates the table dependency graph (TDG), and the minimum number of ingress and egress pipeline stages required
to satisfy all dependencies. From there, P4-graph also assigns a set of tables that can concurrently run together within
the same logical stage without considering resource constraints. This logical stage assignment serves as a starting
point for backend compilers. We use this tool to identify
both the table dependencies and stage assignment of P4tables.
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Figure 6: Percentage of mutually-exclusive pairs vs. number
of tenants. The three lines represent three scenarios: each
feature used by 1, 2 and 4 tenants, respectively.
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5.2

and used by every tenant assuming basic L2 switching is
the minimally required feature for all traffic. The tenant-tofeature mappings for the other 12 features are controlled as
follows.
The ultimate goal of controlling tenant-to-feature mappings is to control the number of mutually-exclusive feature pairs. More precisely, the ratio of mutually-exclusive
feature pairs compared to the total number of feature pairs
(C(13, 2)) is the key metric that affects dependency reductions. To control the metric, we vary the total number of
tenants, and also the number of tenants used by each feature
(other than L2) in three different scenarios. In scenario 1,
each feature is used only by one randomly-selected tenant.
(Since we are using only 13 features, after increasing the
number of tenants to 13, the remaining tenants will have only
the L2 feature enabled). In scenario 2 each feature is used by
two randomly-chosen tenants; and in scenario 3 each feature
is used by four tenants (i.e., each tenant uses more features
in scenario 3 than in scenarios 1 and 2). Fig. 6 shows the
wide range of the metric covered in our experiments: the
percentage of mutually-exclusive pairs ranges from zero to
85%. More features become mutually exclusive as the number of tenants increases and each tenant uses fewer features
(scenario 1, compared to scenarios 2 and 3).
As expected, making more features mutually-exclusive reduces table dependencies (Figure 7), which then reduces the
number of pipeline stages needed to fit the program (Figure 8). For example, the number of egress stages in scenario 1 reduces from 12 down to 8, which is a 33% reduction
in terms of stage usage. This also means that up to 50% more
tables can fit in the same pipeline assuming similar level of
dependencies and resource requirements from the new tables. The 50% increase in pipeline efficiency may mean 1)
50% increase of routing table size or other standard features,
2) room to run additional advanced network functions, or
3) increase of switching throughput, depending on different
pipeline architectures.
In all experiments, each data point is an average taken
over 20 randomized runs; where in each run, the number of
tenants were kept constant and we randomly chose tenants
that used each feature.

Dependency reduction

We first show that the tenant-to-feature mapping information can help reduce the number of pipeline stages (both
ingress and egress) by reducing the number of table dependencies. In this experiment, we enable 13 different features
in the switch, and vary the number of tenants as well as the
tenant-to-feature mapping. The L2 feature is an exception

Feature removal

In the previous experiment, using tenant-to-feature mapping information did not help reduce table dependencies or
stage requirements in scenario 3, where tenants have more
features in common and thus there are less mutually exclusive feature pairs (see Fig. 6).
We now show that feature removal can reduce the pipeline
stages even when features are shared by many tenants. To
show the benefit of per-switch feature selection/removal, we
consider a simple 2-tier fat-tree DC topology where every
ToR switch is connected to every spine. There are the same
number of ToR switches and spine switches and we vary the
number of ToR-spine pairs. Total number of tenants is fixed
to 8, each tenant having two hosts (traffic source and destination). The 16 hosts are randomly assigned their ToR locations in a given topology, thus creating various tenant-to-

Max no. of pipeline stages

switch mappings and eventually deriving feature-to-switch
mappings. A switch needs to implement only features required by the tenant traffic traversing the switch. We analyze
only ToR switches in feature selection since ToR switches
are typically expected to run much more features than spine
switches. As the number of tenants is constant, the set of
features required at each switch reduces as the tenants are
spread over more number of ToR switches.
In Figure 9, we compute the number of pipeline stages
(ingress + egress) needed to pack the required features at
each switch and plot the maximum across all switches, i.e.
M AXs∈all-switches ( ingresss + egresss ). Each data point
is an average taken over 20 randomized runs with different
feature-to-tenant and tenant-to-switch mappings. As shown
in Figure 9, systematically selecting features to implement
at each switch allows removal of unnecessary features (and
their tables), thus decreasing the number of pipeline stages
even in scenario 3 where there is no room to optimize table
dependencies. We note that the stage reduction benefit gets
smaller as the number of switches increases. This is because
there are some large features such as tunneling, which alone
takes 12 stages. Thus the pipeline length is lower-bounded
and there is not much room to further optimize beyond that
point.
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Figure 9: Impact of network-wide feature-to-switch assignment on max pipeline stages required over all switches.
More switches in the network, more room to optimize perswitch feature selection. Total number of tenants is fixed to
8.

6.

figurable switches [16] has defined how to build a switch
compiler by using abstractions to hide hardware details and
showed results with RMT [11] and Intel’s FlexPipe [23].
This P4 compiler used a Table Dependency Graph (TDG)
for reinterpreting traditional control and data dependencies
in a match+action context. It has also compared the performance of a greedy heuristic design with an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) model.
Ori et al [25] also talk about improving switch performance by packing tables to fewer pipeline stages. But they
are only capable of removing dependencies between tables
(representing network function boxes) belonging to different
service chains.
Concurrent NetCore [26] has specified high-level switch
policies as well as concrete, low-level switch architectures.
It showed linguistic models of both RMT and Flexpipe architecture. Concurrent NetCore has provided a small number of primitive operations for specifying packet processing,
plus combinators for constructing more complex packet processors from simpler ones. There are works [9, 18] that
talk about mapping features/state-functions modeled in onebig switch abstraction onto a topology of multiple switches.
Nanxi et al [18] considered only table efficiency and not
pipeline efficiency. We can use a methodology similar to
SNAP’s [9] state placement and routing to decide feature-toswitch mapping (feature placement) - that is, which feature
should be enabled in which switch, will be most efficient in
terms of total number of pipeline stages traversed across all
switches while satisfying all dependency constraints.

RELATED WORK

Many recent approaches have been proposed to provide
high-level languages, abstract models, or additional portability layers as a northbound interface for programming entire
networks based on policy intent [13, 21, 28, 30, 7, 14, 19,
2, 24]. Most of them have been targeted to control planes
(e.g., SDN controllers [13, 21, 28, 30, 20, 7, 14, 19, 2, 24]
or cloud controllers (e.g., OpenStack Neutron) [2, 24]), and
not to data planes. We have focused on constructing an efficient pipeline switch (as a data plane) using such high-level
policies.
P4 [10] has addressed a low-level language for programming packet processors with reconfigurability, protocol independence and target independence. DC.P4 [27] has demonstrated how to use the P4 language for expressing the forwarding plane behaviors of a data center network as a case
study. In addition, DC.P4 has contributed improvements to
the P4 specification in terms of better language semantics
and modularity. Recently, a P4 compiler [16] for recon-

CONCLUSION

This paper tackles an important challenge that has not
received much attention yet on the topic of reconfigurable
switch chips. We showed that packet-level programs, such as
P4 programs, for flexible switch pipelines are low level, and
leave room for further optimization when compiled down
to the physical pipeline. Our P5 system exploits knowledge of application requirements and deployments embedded in high level policy specifications to create an efficient
programmable switch pipeline. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system to achieve this goal. The evaluation of our system implementation shows that leveraging
the knowledge of high-level policies can provide up to 50%
improvement in pipeline efficiency. Our future work will entail a larger study of a variety of P4 programs and scenarios
to evaluate the pipeline efficiency that can be achieved using
P5. Devising an authoring tool that helps programmers to
easily leverage policy/application level information in modular P4 programming is another future work.
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